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it is widely used for comparing hospital performance by constructing outcome predictions models.
Hence, the purpose of this study was to develop a more accurate risk-adjustment model for
predicting in-hospital mortality after acute stroke to precise measurements of hospital
performance.
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Method：Patient-level data were obtained from The Programs in Taiwan. All participanting
hospitals submit datas to The Reporting System according to Acute Stroke Registry Sheets, which
is generated by Consensual Assessment Technique. The data that we analyzed was excluded
from four conditions, including patients<18 years, patients in clinical trials, stroke during the
hospitalization and stroke caused by medical process. There were 28,081 patients hospitalized for
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and regional hospitals(6.27%).
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November 30, 2016 from 79 hospitals in Taiwan.
Hierarchical logistic regression was applied
to analyze predictors of in-hospital mortality.
Discrimination of the models was assessed using
c-statistics. The predicted in-hospital mortality was
analyzed to compare health quality among each
participanting hospitals and three hospital levels.
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